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Abstract

Coupling PC�based commodity technology with dis�
tributed computing methodologies provides an impor�
tant advance in the development of single�user dedi�
cated systems� Beowulf is a class of experimental paral�
lel workstations developed to evaluate and characterize
the design space of this new operating point in price�
performance� A key factor determining the realizable
performance under real�world workloads is the means
devised for interprocessor communications� A study
has been performed to characterize a family of intercon�
nect topologies feasible with low cost mass market net�
work technologies� Behavior sensitivities to packet size
and tra�c density are determined� Findings are pre�
sented which compare more complex segmented topolo�
gies to the earlier parallel �channel bonded� scheme� It
is shown that in many circumstances the more complex
topologies perform better� and in some circumstances
software routing techniques compare favorably to more
expensive hardware switch mechanisms�

� Introduction

The potential for integrating mass�market commod�
ity subsystems in desk�side ensembles to achieve high
performance computing at low cost has been demon�
strated by the Beowulf Parallel Workstation for single�
user environments� Beowulf is a class of experimen�
tal scienti�c workstations incorporating up to �� PC�
technology derived processing nodes� integrated by

means of multiple commodity networks� Once lim�
ited to undemanding consumer tasks� PC�based sys�
tem technology is now performance competitive with
workstation class computers while excelling in price�
performance� Thus a Pile�of�PCs or PopC �	pop�
see
� approach is emerging to complement the Clus�
ter of Workstations �COW� or Network of Worksta�
tions �NOW� �� distributed computing approaches us�
ing more costly subsystems� such as the Princeton
SHRIMP project ���� which incorporates custom com�
munication hardware� Beowulf has been used to ex�
plore this new point in the design space for scien�
ti�c workstations by exploiting a degree of parallelism
rarely encountered within the constraints of a dedi�
cated end�user terminal� It has been shown that a ��
node distributed system exclusively composed of PC�
market derived subsystems can provide peak perfor�
mance in excess of � GOPS and ten times the disk ca�
pacity and bandwidth routinely provided by high�end
scienti�c workstations at comparable cost� This ca�
pability has been realized through a balanced system
structure and enhancements to the Linux operating
system� providing a user interactive interface in many
respects similar to that typically found in conventional
environments� Key factors determining the viability
of this approach are the achievable interprocessor net�
work bandwidth and the system support software for
implementing e�ective parallel disk I�O� This paper
addresses the �rst of these two issues� It presents new
�ndings that quantify the interconnect design trade�
o� space and demonstrate the potential importance of



alternate network topologies� even in the context of
modest system con�gurations such as those implicit in
the Beowulf approach�

Even in the context of a single�user workstation�
employing multiple processors bene�ts both execution
performance and disk access bandwidth� An additional
consequence is the large disk capacity achieved at low
cost through multiple commodity disk drives� This en�
ables� for example� very large scienti�c data�sets to
be temporarily bu�ered locally by the parallel work�
station throughout a session of data browsing and vi�
sualization� avoiding repeated accesses to remote �le
servers� User response time is signi�cantly reduced as
is the burden on shared LAN and remote �le server
resources� But these advantages come at the expense
of requiring an internal interconnection network of suf�
�cient capacity to meet the demand of interprocessor
data transfers� a problem not encountered on unipro�
cessor workstations� The experimental Beowulf work�
station has been used to explore the feasibility of em�
ploying multiple cost�e�ective commodity networks in
parallel to satisfy these internal data transfer rate re�
quirements� User�transparent access to multiple paral�
lel Ethernet networks across the processor nodes was
achieved by 	channel bonding
 techniques developed
through enhancements to the Linux operating system�
In previous work it was shown that up to  networks
could be ganged to achieve signi�cant scaling of sus�
tained throughput ���� validating the channel bonding
method� Additional studies were performed with the
new ��� Mbps Fast Ethernet demonstrating e�ective
utilization of dual channels ����� However� Fast Eth�
ernet is only beginning to become cost e�ective with
sustainable performance to cost of the new technology
now approaching that of the older ��baseT intercon�
nects� In either case� each network connected all nodes
within Beowulf�

These commodity networks are essentially multi�
drop media and are well suited to system con�gura�
tions in which each network channel connects all nodes�
However� it was recognized that the potential for higher
performance exists through more complex topologies�
at possibly somewhat greater cost� The weakness of
any multidrop network is that only one communication
packet may be transferred at a time� Channel bonding
permitted the number of simultaneous packets trans�
ferred to� at least in principal� be equal to the number
of parallel channels employed� But these are limited
by both cost and the number of network controllers
that any processor node can practically support� An
alternative approach for increasing the peak aggregate
bandwidth with comparable resources is network seg�
mentation� A given channel is divided into a number

of non�overlapping sub�channels� Each subchannel can
support independent packet transfers unless nodes on
separate sub�channels must interact� A peak through�
put gain of a factor of � is theoretically possible for Be�
owulf using segmentation at the cost of fully intercon�
nected non�blocking switches� Through more complex
topologies� still using the basic Ethernet technology�
much of the possible sustained throughput gain might
be realized without resorting to the extreme require�
ment of a fully connected switch for each channel�

This paper presents the experimental results of tests
to characterize and quantify the design tradeo� space
for these more complex topologies and compare the
performance achieved to the original channel bonded
approach� Both hardware switching among segments
as well as software routing mechanisms were evaluated
under synthetic packet generation workloads and par�
allel �le copying applications� The following section
speci�es the basic architecture attributes of Beowulf
parallel workstations� Section  discusses the Linux
based software environment provided on Beowulf in�
cluding the enhancements made to support interpro�
cessor communication� The experimental methods em�
ployed to characterize the internal system communica�
tions and the results of the experiments are provided
in Section �� These �ndings are analyzed and their im�
plications discussed in Section �� A summary of the
overall �ndings and their importance for future direc�
tions is concluded in Section ��

� Beowulf Architecture

The CESDIS Beowulf parallel workstation architec�
ture� an emerging standard for PopC clusters� realizes
high�performance distributed computing from strictly
commodity hardware� The experiments detailed here
were performed on the original Beowulf prototype� a
�� node cluster with each node running a copy of the
Linux operating system and con�gured as follows�

� Intel ��� DX� microprocessors at ���MHz

� SiS��� chipset

� ���K asynchronous cache

� ��MB ��ns RAM

� ���MB IDE disk

� dual ��Mbps NICs �Network Interface Cards�

The original Beowulf network topology consisted of
a pair of Ethernet busses that spanned the entire clus�
ter and operated in parallel as a single virtual bus�



            

Figure 1. Software Routed Network Configuration

This con�guration�s aggregate network bandwidth of
��Mbps was a serious limiting factor on the cluster�s
performance� The alternative con�gurations explored
here retain the ��Mbps technology and dual NICs per
node of the original prototype but increase the ag�
gregate network bandwidth by creating eight separate
Ethernet busses� Each node attaches to two busses�
each bus spans four nodes as shown in Figure �� A vari�
ation on this interconnect scheme� depicted in Figure ��
adds two four�port Ethernet switches� the four vertical
network segments are connected to each other this way
as are the horizontal networks� While the theoretical
maximum aggregate bandwidth has quadrupled� there
are constraints on the e�ective aggregate bandwidth
and performance�

The original Beowulf network topology �Bonded
Dual Net� provided each node with a direct route to
all nodes in the cluster� From Figure � we can see that
the unswitched alternative topology �Routed Mesh� al�
lows any node in the cluster to communicate directly
with only six other nodes �local nodes�� the three nodes
with which it shares a vertical network segment and the
three nodes with which it shares a horizontal network
segment� For a node to communicate with the nine
remaining nodes �remote nodes�� an intermediate node
which is local to both the sender and receiver must
act as a router� forwarding the communication across
network segments� Any two nodes may communicate
using no more than one intermediate router node� The
two consequences of the alternative topologies are�

� Routed packets consume bandwidth� A routed
packet is replicated on two segments and con�
sumes twice the aggregate bandwidth of non�
routed packets�

� Routing is not free� There is an additional latency
cost associated with routing� be it in hardware or
software� although this cost is higher in software�

The experiments described in Section � do not in�
clude replicated packets in their measure of aggregate
throughput� The bandwidth consumed by these ex�
tra packets actually re�ects the degradation in perfor�
mance for remote node transactions discussed in Sec�
tion �� Another factor re�ected by the experiments
is that the Beowulf architecture makes no distinction
between I�O nodes and compute nodes� Packet rout�
ing consumes both CPU cycles and bus to memory
bandwidth that causes contention with other opera�
tions such as �le I�O�

In the experiments� the logical topology is static and
constructed such that the routing load is distributed
fairly for a uniform tra�c case� The routed mesh
scheme requires no hardware not already necessary for
the original bonded dual net topology� The switched
mesh topologies �Switched Mesh� Bonded Switched
Mesh� retain the eight�segment basic physical intercon�
nect of the routed scheme� but add high�speed Ether�
net switches to perform the routing between segments�
To avoid becoming a bottleneck� a switch backplane
must support more bandwidth than the network seg�
ments� The experiments conducted on switched topolo�
gies would reveal any impact of the switch backplane
on aggregate bandwidth�

A notable feature of the original logical intercon�
nect was channel bonding �Section �� this allows two
or more network segments to be joined into a single
logical segment in a fashion completely transparent to
applications� While the original interconnect �Bonded
Dual Net� bonded two identical networks into a sin�
gle logical segment� channel bonding can be applied



            

Figure 2. Switched Network Configuration

whenever there are multiple possible routes between
two nodes� This technique has been applied to the
switched interconnect scheme� and its e�ect on perfor�
mance is presented and discussed in Sections � and ��

� System Software

The Beowulf Parallel Workstation is based on the
Linux operating system� Linux ��� is a full�featured
clone of the UNIX operating system originally designed
for x�	 processors and recently extended to support
other architectures� Its feature set includes POSIX
compatibility� a TCP�IP protocol stack with a BSD�
compatible sockets interface� very broad device sup�
port� dynamically linked shared libraries� interprocess
communication and an e�cient virtual memory sub�
system with uni�ed bu�er cache�

A feature especially important to Beowulf is that
Linux is a free implementation of UNIX� It is dis�
tributed under the terms of the Free Software Foun�
dation�s GNU Public License which insures that source
code to the system is available� that we can easily share
improvements� and that there are there no per�node
royalties� This last feature is important� and not only
�nancially because the administrative overhead associ�
ated with adding and removing nodes from a Beowulf
cluster could be substantial�

Linux supports most of the available portable pro�
gramming tools for distributed environments� The
most popular system has been the public domain ver�
sion of PVM ����� the Parallel Virtual Machine library�
Other tools such as MPI ��� and an RPC library are
also available�

Scalable communications is achieved by a technique

called 	channel bonding
 ���� With our implementa�
tion� the hardware address of a primary network adap�
tor is duplicated on the secondary interfaces� and all
packets received on the bonded networks are marked
as if they came from the primary interface� This
scheme requires each Ethernet segment to span all
nodes� switches provide a transparent connect between
segments� With this constraint the Ethernet packet
contents are independent of the actual interface used�
The software routing overhead of handling more gen�
eral interconnect topologies is avoided� the only ad�
ditional computation over using single network inter�
face is the computationally simple task of distributing
the packets over the available device transmit queues�
The current method used is initially alternating pack�
ets among the available network interfaces to the point
that their private queues are full� and then distributing
additional packets to the not�yet�full queues�

The Routed Mesh topologies take advantage of IP
packet forwarding� a standard feature of the Linux ker�
nel� This allows the kernel to function as an IP packet
router� accepting a packet on one interface� determin�
ing that it must be forwarded� potentially fragmenting
it� and transmitting it out a second interface� While
the Ethernet adapters used on Beowulf are 	bus mas�
ters
 that reduce CPU load by copying packet data to
and from main memory autonomously� the machine do�
ing the routing still has the software load of handling
a receive interrupt� allocating temporary space for the
forwarded packet and copying it there� consulting its
routing table� and placing the packet on the target in�
terfaces� transmit queue�



� Experimental Methods and Results

In this section� methods used to evaluate the rela�
tive communications capacity of �ve alternative net�
work con�gurations are described in conjunction with
the resulting experimental data� A synthetic program�
the Network Throughput test� and a parallel �le copy
application� the Disk�Net Balance test� were run on
each network con�guration to make the comparison�
Both experiments used TCP�IP as the networking pro�
tocol� and results were collected on a node not other�
wise involved in the experiment�

With all of the mesh con�gurations evaluated here�
the relationship between a pair of nodes falls into one
of two categories� When the members of a pair of
nodes share one of the two network segments to which
they are connected� communication between them is
referred to as a local�wire transaction� Alternatively�
when the members of a pair of nodes share no com�
mon network segments� communication between them
is referred to as a remote�wire transaction� For those
network con�gurations where the local�wire�remote�
wire distinction was meaningful �all segmented topolo�
gies�� a complete set of measurements was collected for
local�wire only and remote�wire only transactions� In
all cases� the experiments were designed to avoid con�
tention between transactions to the extent possible�

Three principal features describe the experiments
that were conducted in evaluating the di�erent network
con�gurations�

Routing system � Software or switch based�

Number of routes for a packet � Channel bond�
ing allows two paths� no channel bonding allows
only one�

Location of send�receive processes � Some of the
experiments placed all send�receive pairs on nodes
sharing the same physical link �local�wire�� while
the rest of the experiments placed send�receive
pairs on nodes on di�erent physical links �remote�
wire��

These situations are encapsulated by Figures � and
�� The �gures themselves are di�erentiated by routing
system� Figure � representing software routing and Fig�
ure � switch based routing� The two packet paths from
B� to B� in Figure � show channel�bonding as well as
illustrating remote�wire transactions� In Figure �� the
BA to BE packet path illustrates a local�wire transac�
tion�

4.1 Internode Throughput

In the Network Throughput test� one node �a pro�
ducer� generates a message �a token� and then sends
it to a second node �a consumer�� which then returns
the token to the producer� A node is either a pro�
ducer or a consumer� never both� and is a member of�
at most� one producer�consumer pair� The network
load in this experiment was increased by increasing
the token size over a range from four bytes to eight
kbytes� and by increasing the number of producer�
consumer pairs over a range from one to seven� Several
runs consisting of several thousand exchanges were per�
formed for each combination of token size and number
of producer�consumer pairs� For each combination� the
best observed throughput for the system was recorded�
Throughput was measured as the number of tokens
written multiplied by the token size and divided by
the elapsed time� The results of this experiment are
presented in Figure �

Not
surprisingly� the local�wire experiments achieved the
highest throughput� peaking at �� MB�s for an � KB
token size� This is almost a factor of four improvement
over the original bonded dual net Beowulf con�gura�
tion� The remote�wire experiments succeed in better�
ing the original Beowulf performance� showing almost
a factor of � improvement� but are unable to match
the local�wire experiments� This is not unexpected be�
cause the remote�wire experiments require that packets
be duplicated through either software or switch rout�
ing mechanisms�introducing a latency penalty caused
by contention for network resources and packet routing
overhead� Unexpectedly� the switched channel bonded
con�gurations did not exceed the performance of the
equivalent switched non�channel bonded schemes� ac�
tually demonstrating marked degradation in through�
put� These results are further discussed in Section ��

The Switched Mesh Local�Net and the Routed Mesh
Local�Net experiments are operationally identical and
exhibit the same behavior� Because in both cases all
transactions are between independent� local wire pairs�
no messages must be passed through either a switch
or a routing node� In other words� all transactions are
of the type between nodes B� and B� in Figure � and
nodes BA and BE in Figure �� Therefore all transac�
tions avoid the additional latency incurred by packet
duplication through a switch or routing node in reach�
ing a remote node�
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Figure 3. Network Throughput Test

4.2 Parallel Disk I/O

In the Disk�Net Balance test� a producer node
copies a �le from its local disk �the Linux bu�er cache
is �ushed before each copy� to a consumer node� The
consumer can be either the producer node itself �an
intranode copy� or a separate node in the system �an
internode copy�� Each node is a member of a maxi�
mum of one producer�consumer pair� To evaluate the
degree to which the system disk and network subsys�
tems achieve balanced performance over a range of con�
ditions� measurements were made with seven producer
consumer pairs for all possible combinations of intran�
ode and internode �le copies� This series of measure�
ments was performed with �les sizes ranging from one
to �� MBytes� Again� system throughput was mea�
sured as the number of �les copied times the �les size�
divided by the time needed for all copies to complete�
Because of space considerations� we only present the
results for the � MB �le copies in Figure � to elucidate
the performance di�erences of the studied network con�
�gurations�

The disk I�O experiments mirror the results of the
network throughput tests� demonstrating the overall
poorer performance of the channel bonded network
con�gurations and the superiority of local�wire trans�
actions over remote�wire ones� With respect to inter�
processor copies� a peak sustained throughput of about
� MB�s was achieved by both the software routed and

switched local�wire tests� while the channel bonded
con�gurations were able to peak at ��� MB�s for one
remote �le copy� before degrading� The one remote
�le copy data shows more clearly than the network
throughput tests channel bonding�s ability to better
handle small workloads� These data are discussed in
more detail in the following section�

� Discussion

The experiments described in the previous section
exhibit a varied set of behaviors� demonstrating the
performance characteristics of di�erent network topolo�
gies on the Beowulf Parallel Workstation� These results
are discussed in relation to the original Beowulf topol�
ogy� designated as Bonded Dual Net in Figures  and
�� In this con�guration� each of the Ethernets indepen�
dently connects all �� nodes and each node uses chan�
nel bonding to balance its communications between the
two networks� Unlike previous studies ��� �� ���� where
it was clear that a channel bonded dual net con�gu�
ration was always desirable� there are now situations
where one topology may be preferable to another de�
pending on application requirements� It is also seen
that with the alternative topologies� signi�cant per�
formance gains over the original Beowulf con�guration
can be achieved�

An immediate observation to be gained from the
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network throughput experiment �Figure � is that the
alternate network topologies consistently outperform
the two original interconnect schemes �Single Net and
Bonded Dual Net� presented in ��� ��� As one would
expect� the local�wire experiments achieve the high�
est throughput� peaking at �� MB�s for an � KB to�
ken� This bests the original Beowulf Bonded Dual Net
con�guration by a factor of ��� which is close to the
theoretical limit of �� The roughly equivalent perfor�
mance of the � and � KB tokens re�ects IP packet
fragmentation caused by the Ethernet ��� byte maxi�
mum packet size ���� While the same number of tokens
are being exchanged for both cases� the � KB case ac�
tually generates twice as many Ethernet packets� each
� KB token is broken up into two Ethernet packets�
while each � KB token �ts in one Ethernet packet�

As expected� there is no meaningful di�erence be�
tween the Switched Mesh Local�Net and the Routed
Mesh Local�Net data because as indicated in the pre�
vious section� both are operationally identical� In
the case of remote�wire transactions� the software
routed scheme demonstrates lesser performance than
the switched scheme� This can be attributed to the
overhead introduced as part of the critical path time
for performing the packet routing in software and also
the contention for processor resources between rout�
ing software and packet generating code on a routing
node� For the switched network con�gurations� the
switch backplane does not appear to be a bottleneck

even though the switching units used were of relatively
low cost� A bene�t of the software routed network
con�gurations is that they involve no additional equip�
ment cost� Switch based network approaches increase
the cost of Beowulf by about ���

The sensitivity of interconnect throughput with re�
spect to message demand is shown in Figure � where
the curves presented di�er in the number of messages
being generated simultaneously� This is for the case of
software routed remote packet transfers� every packet
must travel through an intermediate node for routing�
These results show that throughput increases with mes�
sage demand as it does with packet size� As the tra�c
density increases� the throughput grows but less than
linearly� The �rst four curves from the bottom rep�
resent an operation in which no node performs more
than one of three roles� token supplier� token router�
or token consumer� But beyond that� some contention
occurs as overlapping of some paths result in one or
more nodes doing double duty� Beyond � KB packet
size� tokens are fragmented into multiple packets� The
�rst point at which this occurs yields no throughput
gain because the overhead increases with the amount
of information transferred and the packets are not fully
�lled producing reduced e�ciency� But beyond this
point� the majority of multiple packets are fully �lled
and signi�cant performance increase is observed with
token size� For the top three curves� the contention for
system resources results in poorer throughput increase
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and at some points negative throughput increase� This
is most dramatically demonstrated with larger token
sizes where the lower message demand case �fewer to�
kens� results in greater throughput than the high mes�
sage demand case �more tokens��

Bonded Switched Mesh Local�Net throughputs are
about half that of the non�channel bonded local trans�
action cases due to the packet duplication caused by
switch routing� The two data packet paths from nodes
B� to BD in Figure � illustrate this behavior� One
path traverses only a local wire while the other path
must traverse a switch in reaching the local node� e�ec�
tively causing the local transaction to be a remote one�
In the switched scheme� channel bonding causes suc�
cessive packets to alternate paths to their destination�
resulting in half of the tra�c taking a longer route and
incurring the latency of packet duplication� In light of
the data� the channel bonded con�guration is not de�
sirable when most message tra�c in an application will
be between nodes sharing a local wire� While this in�
dicates that special conditions must exist to attain the
best network performance� this is a reasonable condi�
tion� Parallel programmers often tailor their codes to
speci�c topologies on machines like the Intel Paragon
��� and Cray TD ���� This is not to say that it is de�
sirable to force the programmer to contend with archi�
tectural details in writing his code� but rather to point
out that while Beowulf does not relieve this problem�
it does not impose any new impediments�

The Disk�Net Balance experiments were conducted
to determine the operating balance between the disk
and network I�O systems� A balanced machine should
match the disk system�s ability to generate data with
the network�s capacity to convey the tra�c� As in
the network throughput experiments� the local�wire
disk transfers attain the highest sustained through�
put� maintaining a rate of about � MB�s� However�
the channel bonded network con�gurations exceed that
performance for � remote �le copy� achieving ��� MB�s�
before degrading as more remote �le copies are added�
Channel bonding is able to improve throughput for
light workloads by distributing tra�c between two
paths� but for heavier workloads� the increased la�
tency inherent to remote�wire transactions eliminates
the usefulness of this load�balancing method�

Again looking at the one remote �le copy situation�
the software routed network with remote�wire trans�
actions exhibits the lowest throughput at just over
� MB�s� This particular situation highlights the over�
head associated with software routing� The equivalent
switched network experiment achieves a throughput
��� MB�s higher� enabled by the faster routing of hard�
ware switching� The performance bene�t of switch�
ing can be seen by comparing the switched remote�net
experiment to the software routed remote�net experi�
ment� Up until � internode �le copies� the switched
con�guration consistently outperforms the software
routed con�guration by about ��� MB�s� After � in�



ternode �le copies� the attained throughput converges�
This can be explained by the way the experiments were
conducted� Up until � copies� no �le transfer su�ers
from contention for access to any given wire� Starting
with � �le copies� contention is introduced� The situ�
ation is illustrated in Figure �� The transfer between
nodes B� and B� contends for the same wire as the
transfer between B� and B�� and B� acts as both an
end�node and a router�

From the results of the Network Throughput and
Disk�Net Balance experiments� it can be said that
throughput is sensitive to  factors� message size�
available aggregate bandwidth� tra�c density�demand�
Message size determines the degree of utilization of net�
work resources� Small messages do not take full advan�
tage of the Ethernet packet size� while larger ones cause
message fragmentation and increased tra�c� Available
aggregate bandwidth sets the upper bound for attain�
able throughput� Tra�c density and demand deter�
mine to what degree the available bandwidth is uti�
lized� in addition to establishing the amount of network
contention� Although the performance measurements
do not measure one�to�many or many�to�one transac�
tions� we expect that the essential performance at�
tributes of the system would be preserved under such
conditions� Speci�cally� the channel bonded con�gu�
rations would excel under a light workload� while the
single�channel con�gurations would perform better un�
der greater tra�c�

� Conclusions

Small ensembles of commodity PC�derived process�
ing subsystems have been shown to be performance
competitive with scienti�c workstations at lower cost
while providing dramatically improved secondary stor�
age capacity and bandwidth� Sustained performance
for distributed computation is sensitive to the interpro�
cessor communications network employed� This paper
has presented �ndings of experiments conducted with
the Beowulf parallel workstation to characterize the de�
sign space of interconnect topologies that may be im�
plemented using strictly mass market network technol�
ogy�

The original networking strategy for Beowulf was to
use multiple Ethernet networks in parallel� each con�
necting all the nodes within the system� Both �� Mbps
and the new ��� Mbps Fast Ethernet were employed in
separate Beowulf systems� The parallel networks were
managed through a technique called channel bonding
that uniformly distributed packets among the intercon�
nects in a manner transparent to the user code�

Synthetic programs that generated a controlled net�

work demand were used to compare the original Be�
owulf topologies to the two new segmented topologies�
Both segmented topologies used eight separate Ether�
net segments arranged as if the nodes formed a � � �
two dimensional grid with � segments connecting rows
and � segments connecting the columns� In the Soft�
ware Routed topology� tra�c between nodes that do
not share a segment uses an intermediate node as a
router� In the Switched topology� the four horizontal
and four vertical segments are connected by two � port
switches� Routing in each of these topologies was stat�
ically set�

As anticipated� sustained throughput was highly
sensitive to packet size and tra�c demand� However�
the relationship was not always simple� As tra�c in�
creased� sustained throughput increased to the point
where contention became an important source of per�
formance degradation� As packet size increased� in gen�
eral there was a tendency towards higher throughput
until saturation for the given channel con�guration was
achieved�

In almost every situation evaluated� the new
segmented topologies demonstrated superior perfor�
mance to the dual network channel bonded tech�
nique using the same number of communicating pro�
ducer�consumer process pairs� Two interesting sit�
uations encountered in the study are� software ver�
sus switched routing under light tra�c and channel
bonded switched versus single�net switched routing un�
der heavy tra�c� Software routing yielded performance
near that of the hardware switch based systems except
in light tra�c conditions where the software latency
became a dominant factor� In the case of high tra�c
demand on the switched topology� the additional load
caused by packet replication inherent to routing for
the channel bonded con�gurations actually reduced the
e�ective aggregate throughput compared to the non�
bonded con�guration�

The importance of this study is its immediate ap�
plication to real�world systems� The data in this paper
can be used as a direct guide to con�guring the hard�
ware and software of interprocessor communications in
a Beowulf class system� While the experiments were
performed for �� Mbps technology� it directly relates
to the higher bandwidth Fast Ethernet� although the
switch costs for this emerging technology are still high�
For example� an important intermediate step will be
to use Fast Ethernet without switches but rather with
the lower cost repeaters and software routing� It can be
anticipated that many of the performance attributes of
�� Mbps Ethernet will be retained�

Current work is being conducted to explore the im�
plications of network topology in the Beowulf context



driven by end�user applications� A range of problems
taken from the Earth and space sciences community
are providing well understood benchmarks with many
di�erent characteristics� It is anticipated that while
some problems may exhibit sensitivities to the network
choices� many others will be less dramatically impacted
than the rather severe tests shown in this paper�
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